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The North Bergen Science Department, in
collaboration with the History Department,
purchased MobyMax. Moby Max is an innovative
online personal learning software that contains 27
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different subjects. The original vision of the program

and Mrs. Hojnowski, attended the invitation only

was to get the lower grades more involved within the

opening of the largest planetarium in the western

history and sciences. MobyMax produces a more

hemisphere at Liberty Science Center in Jersey

interactive classroom with lessons that aren’t just

City. This unique opportunity highlighted the

read out of the book. Once the teachers began using

importance and wonder of astronomy, along with

the system, after effective professional development,

highlighting the metropolitan area sky which is not

the vision of just science and history adapted to

visible due to light pollution. Mr. Keshishian looks

include multiple disciplines.

forward to passing this experience the science

We are proud to announce that all grade levels

teachers within the district as he strongly feels it

K-8 are using the system in some capacity. Let it be

will be a great experience for our students. Special

special needs response to interventions, fixing

thanks go to Mary McDonald of LSC for the

learning gaps, and to practice skills. As of January

invitation.

7th, 2018 over 1,226,355 problems have been
completed that contained 14,029 standards. The
numbers speak for themselves and usage continues to
grow everyday.

The New Jennifer Chalsty Planetarium at Liberty
Science Center
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By Jared Keshishian –
The NJDOE has announced a new science assessment which will replace the old New Jersey Assessment of
Skill and Knowledge (NJASK) 4th and 8th Grade Science Exams, and the New Jersey Biology Competency
Test (NJBCT) science assessment, given at the end of the year. While little is known so far about the new
assessment, called the NJSLA-S (New Jersey Student Learning Assessment-Science), we have been told it
will be administered to grades 4 or 5, grade 8, and grade 11. The assessment will be based ona CER (Claim
Evidence Reasoning) and RST (Research Simulation Task) model but more information will be released
from the Department of Education this Spring, including which scientific disciplines will be the focus.
To prepare for this change, all departmentalized science teachers are beginning to transition to this
model to complete laboratories and immerse the students within this model of scientific approach in
anticipation of performing well on the first assessment. The best part of this transition is that we as a science
department district-wide already use this type of questioning and approach in our classes - we are improving
the way in which the students are formatting their answers. Thus we are proud to say that North Bergen is
progressing appropriately.
I am part of the HCPLC (Hudson County Personal Learning Community) group, which is lead by
Ms. Monica Tone, the Hudson County Department of Education’s Specialist. I will have the opportunity to
sit down with Mr. Mike Heinz, the coordinator of the New Jersey Learning Standards for Science for the
state, to brainstorm with him on producing high quality and rigorous CERs, RSTs, and assessments. After
the meeting I will bring back what I learned and discussed with Mr. Heinz to the other supervisors and
teachers throughout the county at the next HCPLC meeting. I will continue to report on this matter but want
to thank all of our math and science teachers for making a smooth switch to this new format in assessment.
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Pending board approval, the Science department at North Bergen High School will add three more
course offerings.
First, we will be adding a Chemistry AP class for our juniors and seniors. Mr. Mascarenhas is taking
a lead role in the production of this course and, because he has a Masters in Chemistry, we hope to make
this a dual enrollment course with Hudson Community College.
The second course will be an Anatomy and Physiology Honors class. Mr. Estela requested this course
and is currently in the process of developing the pacing guide. While similar to the curriculum already in
place for Anatomy and Physiology, it will contain a more rigorous, in-depth look at the body functions as
well as prepare those students interested in pursuing a career in the medical field.
Finally, the third course will be a research course. Mrs. Mitlitski, who was a microbiologist before
entering teaching, is currently developing this course. The purpose of this course is to have students work
independently on a project of their choosing, while learning how to conduct and compose high quality
research. This course will only be open to seniors, and they must compete in the Hudson County Science
Fair as part of their course requirements.
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STEM ACADEMY NEWS
In order to give our already-outstanding STEM Academy seniors the research
experience that they need to pursue many STEM-based and related careers, the
STEM Academy Committee has decided to add a Research Initiative to the STEM
senior curriculum for the 2018-2019 school year.
The research initiative will involve seniors completing a self-reflection,
choosing a current topic in their targeted college field of study, and then working
with our science teacher Ilana Mitlitski, who came to North Bergen High School
from a major scientific laboratory company.
Mrs. Mitliski, and the STEM Committee will find and connect with experts
in these fields, and will be teaching the students the rigor of deeper research in
order to produce a compact senior thesis upon graduation. The theses will be
bound for each student to continue his or her work (should he or she choose to
pursue the same studies) at university.
“Creating a formal time space to conduct research, and interview and
shadow experts in a number of STEM disciplines, will give our seniors an
important edge in the college selection process. Colleges and universities want to
see that students know how to research. STEM Academy makes sure that
happens.” – Jared Keshishian

This year again the STEM Academy saw a steady flow of applicants for Cohort IV – the incoming
Class of 2022. For a second year, we received over 70 applications and our prospective freshmen endured a
rigorous four-hour assessment in math, science, and cognitive skills.
This February, the STEM Committee will make its application decisions
after completing a rubric for each student to determine if he or she has
what it takes to be part of the North Bergen STEM Academy. Good luck
to our applicants!
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North Bergen STEM Academy students, along with other ambitious North Bergen High School
students, participated in Fairleigh Dickinson University’s TEOP (Technology Engineering Outreach Program)
and META (Math Enrichment Through Applications) programs.
Students learned engineering principles in rocketry, aerodynamics, structural design and electric
circuitry. Three of our students, Mariam K, Melina P, and Isabel C were asked to speak at graduation, and
Yasmeen Abugosh presented her team’s application of the “Traveling Salesman” mathematic challenge.
This spring, about 20 North Bergen STEM and high school students will be participating in FDU’s
TEOP and CSEOP (Cyber Security Enrichment Outreach Program) which demonstrates the commitment that
FDU has toward our students’ success, and our Board of Education’s commitment to making college programs
attainable by providing the transportation and support necessary to make it work. We would also like to thank
the Provident Foundation for helping to underwrite our opportunity. Enjoy these pictures from the Fall
programs.

Eric S., Frank L., Saif K., Yasmeen A. and Pedro P. with their
completion certificates at graduation from the META program at FDU.
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Mariam K. and Isabel C. (future FDU Freshman) preparing to speak at TEOP graduation.

Speaker Milena P. (left standing) getting ready to speak at graduation from TEOP
with STEM Academy students William G. and Jonathan B.(sitting)

Pedro P. sits with his proud dad before META graduation
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Princeton Visit

Congrats to Riya and Mariam!

In a terrific start to the 2017-2018 school year,
STEM Academy Cohort I – our junior class – took
their first steps onto an Ivy League campus when they
visited Princeton University. Our juniors learned about
the school’s rich history, walked the pristine campus,
had questions for our student guide, and sampled food
from a local eatery off of the famed Nassau Street.
Next stops? Ivy and Tier-One schools in the late
spring-summer.

Riya Jain, a junior STEM Academy student,
was accepted into the prestigious NJ SEEDS
program. New Jersey SEEDS (Scholars, Educators,
Excellence, Dedication, Success) is a nonprofit
organization founded in 1992 that prepares
motivated, high-achieving, low-income students for
admission to private schools and colleges across
the country. Riya will be working with a leading
research scientist and will be supported in her
pursuit toward college and university.
Mariam Kamerji, a STEM sophomore
student, was accepted to the W.E.B. DuBois
Scholars program at Princeton University. Housed
on the campus of Princeton University, the W.E.B.
Du Bois Scholars Institute is an intensive academic
and leadership program for high-achieving middle
and high school students. Through academic rigor,
collaborative learning, collective problem solving,
and individual attention and support, we prepare
students for college and career readiness.
Mariam completed her first weekend
experience and is thrilled to be in the program!

Our fantastic Cohort Class of 2019 in front of the Cathedral at Princeton University

Parents Make the Difference!
We also got to meet with the parents of our junior
class to plan out this very important year of visiting schools,
preparing for college tests, finding summer and special
programs, financial planning, and college selection.
Parents and educators who work together for the best
possible outcome of their children/students make a great team!
Thank you for all you do!
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Welcome Class of 2021!
To keep our newly-minted tradition of going to Montclair State University as the first
freshman trip for the STEM Academy students, we hopped on the school bus and were off to Montclair this past
fall. The students were given a guided tour, met production professionals at the New SONY-built School of
Communications, and also met some the incredible staff and faculty.
We like to take students to university campuses
right away in order for them to know what’s at
the end of this journey at STEM Academy.
Montclair University is expanding its offerings
with exciting new science, health and technology
offerings.
We also want to thank the ADP Center on the
campus at Montclair for making this all possible!

Cohort III of STEM Academy at one of the studios in the School of Communication
at Montclair.

…… ..
Students enjoy the view of Manhattan and the green sustainable roof at the
Life Science Building on Montclair’s beautiful campus.

STEM Academy Getting a New Website
Under the supervision and guidance of Mr. Enrico, this year’s class project in Intro to Engineering is the
production of a new STEM Academy website. The students are using engineering and teamwork principles to
complete this task so keep an eye out for it in my next newsletter.
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This year, Mrs. Stern–Protz, Ms. Nelly Garcia, and
Mr. Keshishian chose to take a different approach in
how we recruited and advertised the Academy.
Instead of spreading it by word of mouth, we chose a
podcast format, which was shown to all eighth-grade
students. The podcast highlighted what the Academy
is and our expectations, which allowed the applicant
to make a more informed decision on applying. If
you would like to see the podcast, please click on the
image!

Seton Hall Visit Gives STEM and
NBHS Students Information on
Pursuing This GREAT University!
STEM Academy and North Bergen High School hosted
Sakinah Muhammad Okpom, EOP Coordinator and
Assistant Director of Admissions for an information
session at the guidance suite of NBHS.

Sakinah Muhammad Okpom addressing student questions at North Bergen.

Mrs. Muhammad Okpom talked about numerous
opportunities that students had in applying to, and being
successful at, Seton Hall University. The University
boasts a beautiful campus, nationally known basketball
team, and incredible academic offerings. It was a great
day for NB STEM and interested students! Thank you,
Seton Hall!
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College Admissions Corner
Congratulations to Bryan Gomez for his acceptances to both Seton Hall University and Fordham
University!
Bryan participated in North Bergen STEM Academy’s Experiential Learning at Fairleigh Dickinson
University for both TEOP (Technology Engineering Outreach Program) and CSEOP (Cyber Security
Engineering Outreach Program, and attended the Lebanon Valley College for their Actuarial Mathematics
Program.
**************************************************************
Congratulations to Isabel Carvajal for her acceptance with a nearly full scholarship to Fairleigh Dickinson
University to study Computer Science!
In addition to being one of the members of the Computer Club, facilitated by Mrs. Bacha, Isabel also
participated in North Bergen STEM Academy’s Experiential Learning at FDU in CSEOP and TEOP.
Isabel was further awarded the honor of being a featured speaker at both graduation ceremonies, and we
are very happy for her!

NASA “BEAMS INTO” NORTH BERGEN HIGH SCHOOL –
INITIATES NASA NORTH BERGEN STEM INSTITUTE
This year, our teachers have been participating in
NASA B.E.S.T. (Beginning Engineering Science and
Technology) and G.L.O.B.E. (Global Learning and
Observation to Benefit the Environment) protocols. The
teachers are learning how to make the most of NASA
STEM engagement tools thanks to Matt Pearce,
Education Specialist and NASA scientific specialists.
Along with science and technology teachers across the
district, physical education, art and specialist teachers are
joining in to make the most of cross-curricular
opportunities thanks to NASA Goddard Institute of
Space Studies (GISS) New York, GSFC (Goddard Space
Flight Center). Upon “graduation,” our teachers will
have a published workbook of lessons they’ve created
based on their work. The workbooks will be available in
each elementary school’s office and at the high school.

North Bergen teachers measuring precipitation at NBHS w/NASA
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Liberty Science Center Hosts STEM Academy Students at
STEM College and Career Fair
STEM Academy and some Student
Council members were guests at the Liberty
Science Center’s first-ever STEM College and
Career Fair. The students were able to meet the
admissions officers of Seton Hall, Felician
College, Stevens Institute of Technology, New
Jersey Institute of Technology (NJIT), and other
fantastic local colleges and universities.
In addition, large STEM-based
organizations were on hand to reach out to our
bright students to talk to them about careers and pathways to success. Thanks to Mary MacDonald and the
team at Liberty Science Center for making this possible!

STEM Academy Sophomores Among 1,200 Students
Attending NJIT Engineering Career Day
Our wonderful Cohort II (Class of 2020) attended the NJIT Engineering Career
Day Conference where they were able to tour most of the Engineering School majors at
NJIT. NJIT not only boasts a robust and growing offerings in many new and exciting
fields of study, but the university has also developed a crucial “Incubation Center” to be
competitive in a global innovation marketplace.
Some of the schools included materials engineering, biochemical engineering
(including a new “nano” school), computers, structural engineering, design engineering,
and even patent engineering that allows a student to receive a law degree in patents!
With over 1,200 students attending, the amount of interest in NJIT as a school of choice is increasing
each year. NJIT ranks 140th in national universities, and #68 in the top public universities across the United
States. We at STEM Academy appreciate that we have so many top schools within our community and make
the most of our relationship with each!
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THANK YOU, TOM!
Mr. Tom Eagleson retired this December after 43 years in North Bergen. It was
always a pleasure to observe his classes and watch his students listening intently to his
lessons. “Mr. Eagleson is truly a master teacher and one of the best story-tellers I have
come across in my career,” states Jared Keshishian, Supervisor of Science. Mr. Eagleson,
your knowledge and wisdom are priceless, and we want to wish you luck and happiness in
your retirement.

Become a partner program! Grow with us!
Reach out to us anytime.
Jared Keshishian – District Supervisor of Science
jkeshishian3@northbergen.k12.nj.us
Nelly Garcia –Director of Mathematics
ngarcia@northbergen.k12.nj.us
Stephanie Stern-Protz – STEM/STEAM Specialist/Coordinator
NASA Endeavor TA, and GISS CCRI Lead Teacher
sstern@northbergen.k12.nj.us
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